
Chinese Typesetting
Laser Phototypesetting for Chinese Characters



Before Laser 
Phototypesetting

Woodblock Printing

- People engrave the mirrored characters on a 
whole woodblock, ink the woodblock, and press 
the paper on the woodblock to get a copy of the 
document.

- Calligraphers and Engravers determine the 
typesetting

- Engrave on a new woodblock if the articles get 
updated

- Woodblock is not durable so that characters on 
the woodblock will gradually deteriorate
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Before Laser 
Phototypesetting
Moveable Typesetting

- Engrave characters on clay, wood, or bronze types

- Invent a multi-area round table for sorting types

- Classify characters according to their 
pronunciation

- Each area of the table corresponds to one rhyme

- 张 (zhang) and 长 (chang) can lie in the same 
areas because their Pinyin both end with “ang”
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Before Laser Phototypesetting

Woodblocks were more popular than moveable type before 
the 19th century. Why?

- Sorting and selecting moveable type need workers with a high 
level of literacy. 

- Preparing moveable type for tens of thousands of characters was 
expensive and time-consuming. (e.g., Zhen Wang of Yuan Dynasty 
spent three years manufacturing moveable type for around 30,000 
characters.)



Before Laser 
Phototypesetting

Hot Metal Typesetting & Film Typesetting

- Skilled operators achieve speeds of around 1000 characters/hour

(vs. one woodblock engraver engraves about 200 characters per 
day)

- Thorough manipulation needs around 3 years of training

- Few aids for text storage, editing and composition

Electronic phototypesetting

- Must have resolution higher than 25 lines/mm (635 lines/inch)

- Need high-capacity storage to store typefaces and fonts

- Very expensive and not more cost-effective

An alcove storing hot-metal type

A flat-bed filmsetter



Laser Phototypesetting

- Necessary equipment became cheaper, and more techniques appeared.

- During the 1970s and the 1980s, developers invented many products of 
laser phototypesetting.

- Two typical laser phototypesetting systems :

1. British Monotype’s Lasercomp

2. HuaGuang Laser phototypesetting system



British Monotype’s Lasercomp
A fourth-generation laser phototypesetting system with digital storage

Central Processing 
Unit Backing Storage

Visual Display 
Editing Terminal(s)

Laser 
Phototypesetter A visual-display editing 

terminal with a Loh keyboard



Loh Keyboard

Professor S C Loh developed this keyboard 
system at the Chinese University of HK

A Loh keyboard can represent over 13000 
Chinese characters without using the two shift 
keys.

The average number of key depressions for 
each character in standard book work 2 ~ 4.

The whole laser phototypesetting system can 
include up to 10 keyboards.



The layout of the 
Loh Keyboard



Loh Keyboard
The sequence of keys representing a character derives from the stroke 
sequence that people use to draw this character.

Example: “read”
1

2

3

4



Visual Display Editing Terminal

Display Screen

Proofing Printer

Loh Keyboard

Paper tapes, Floppy 
discs, Serial lines

Resolution of 256 x 256
8 rows of 14 characters
Each character is 16 x 14

Print out a sample 
displaying the notations, 
symbols, and characters

Editor 
Microprocessor

64KB + 2 * 315KB

Memory 
Microprocessor

256KB

Editing Terminal



Backing Storage

-Scan each character at a resolution of 1000 lines/inch and store the bitmap 
of each character on the magnetic discs

-Memory capacity ranges from 80MB to 320MB or more (at least around 60000 

characters)

-Lasercomp uses the run-length coding technique to compress characters



Run-length coding 
technique
-Widely used in phototypesetting 
systems (e.g., Digisit (CRT typesetter))

-Record the beginning and the length of 
each separate black section

- Reduce the required storage by about 
50% on average.

(x , y), length
(x , y), length



Drawbacks of Run-length coding technique

- We can’t use a single representation to generate different sizes of a 
character 

- Store different sizes of the same font in separate areas of a disc

- The low access speeds of removable discs become a bottleneck

- The storage supplies the character images at around 25 characters/ second



HuaGuang Laser Phototypesetting System
- Since 1974, Professor Xuan Wang from Peking University 

started developing his “Computerized Chinese Character 
Editing and Laser Typesetting System”.

- Initially called “Hua Guang” (We will denote this system as 
the HG system for short)

- The first proof-of-concept prototype got verified in 1981, 
and the whole development was finished in 1989. 
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Workflow of the HG system 



HuaGuang BD Typesetting Language

- The typesetting language of the HG system consists of typesetting notations

- Each typesetting notation is denoted by an abbreviation containing several
Pinyin initials.

- (e.g., KG = Kong Ge = Whitespace, YM = Ye Ma = Page , etc.)

- Operators embed the typesetting notations into the initial articles to
indicate fonts and locations of the characters

- Potential functions: start a new line, start a new page, mix Chinese and
Western symbols, automatic page number, etc.



Example – HT command
+ An HT command sets a font and a size for characters following it

+ HT[ size ][ font ] (e.g., HT3BS = size is 3 and font is Bao Song)

[ font ] Actual Font [ font ] Actual Font

BS Bao Song F Imitation Song

H Heiti K Kaiti

SS Shu Song XBS Xiao Biao Song 
(Small Standard 

Song)

ZDX Zhong Deng Xian 
(Mid Arial )

XDX Xi Deng Xian 
(Thin Arial)

[ size ] Actual size in 
mm

2 7.397

2” 6.369

3 5.547

4 4.931

4” 4.246

5 3.698

… …



Example – HT command
+ If you give no arguments, you set the characters following the notation to the default size 

and font.

+ If you give a single number for the first argument, each character following the notation 
is squared.



Example – HT command
+ If you give two numbers separated by a comma for [ size ], the first number corresponds 

to the horizontal width and the second number corresponds to the height.



- An essential component that 
other competing products do not 
have.

- Store Chinese characters in 
compressed forms and convert 
these compressed forms into dot 
matrices

High-quality Chinese character 
generator



Storage requirements for high-
resolution Chinese Characters

+ The massive number of Chinese characters is a crucial 
problem in developing a typesetting system 

+ More than ten frequently used fonts (Song, long Song, 
boldface, long boldface, etc.). Each font has more than 
8000 distinct characters.

+ A laser output device cannot change the dot size instantly 

+ 10 fonts, each font has 16 sizes and 8000 characters. Each 
character of one size occupies 108 * 108 bits on average, 
we need about 10 * 8000 * 16 * 108 * 108 bits = 1.86624
GB

Sizes of characters and their corresponding dot matrices.
The scanning resolution is 742 dpi in this table.



Divide characters into radicals and 
strokes
- Regard each character as a composition of radicals (and strokes) and only store radicals 

(and strokes) in the computer memory.

- Example: “read”

“today, now”

“heart” (radical & character)

“people” 
(radical & 
character)

Point stroke

Turn stroke

“read”



Divide characters into radicals and 
strokes
- Example: “River”

3-point water 
radical (not a 

character)

“can (do)” 
(character)

“River”



Divide characters into radicals and 
strokes
- Generating one character includes generating a simpler character plus some radicals or 

strokes.

- About 700 radicals in total

- Select radicals from the computer memory and put them in their correct positions

- Good data compression ratio

- Reshaping a radical may cause degradation in the output quality of this character

- The HG system wants to reduce the storage requirement and remain a high output quality 
simultaneously

- If we want to represent radicals, we first need to know how to represent a stroke.

- Two kinds of strokes in characters: regular strokes and irregular strokes.



Compressed forms of irregular strokes

- We represent each irregular stroke by a 
series of signed vectors.

- The first vector indicates the beginning of the 
stroke. (X, Y)

- Each other vector indicates increments or 
decrements of X, Y coordinates. ( X, Y)

Two examples of irregular strokes

Y

X



Example: “Point”
- Vector series:

A: [59, 15]

AB: [3, 3] 

BC: [2, 5] 

CD: [1, 5]

DE: [3, 2]

EF: [4, -1], 

FG: [3, -3] 

GH: [0, -3] 

HI: [-3, -3] 

IJ: [-7, -4]

JA: [-6, -1]

“Point”

X

Y

The character generator can 
automatically calculate the 
last vector to complete the 
contour, so we do not need 
to store the last vector.



Compress vector series

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 0 Sign 
bit 

(0/1)

Sign 
bit 

(0/1)

N

X Y

…… ……

N 
vectors

Case 1: |X| < 16 and |Y| < 16, and vectors 
lie in the same quadrant

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 1 Shared 
(0/1)

N

Sign 
bit (0/1)

X Sign 
bit (0/1)

Y

…… ……

N 
vectors

Case 2: |X| < 8 and |Y| < 8

Case 3: 16 ≤ |X| < 64 and 16 ≤ |Y| < 64

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

1 0 Sign 
bit 

(0/1)

Sign 
bit 

(0/1)

X Y

X Y

Beginning vector:
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

1 1 X

X Y

The 5th highest control bit indicates whether the vector series is shared
by multiple characters. Shared vector series are in a BMBD file.



Why do we compress vector series?
+ Statistical studies about irregular strokes 

show that irregular strokes use short 
vectors more often than the long vectors.

+ Also, these short vectors change 
directions frequently. 

+ In the example of the “Point” stroke, you 
will find that all vectors except the 
beginning vector have |X|< 8 and |Y| < 8.

+ The above method reduces the space 
occupied by vector series via making the 
short vectors more compact.



Compressed forms of regular strokes
- The regular strokes occupy around 50% of all 

strokes in characters They include horizontal, 
vertical, and turn strokes.

- Each regular stroke may have a starting feature, 
straight segments, turning features, and ending 
features.

- We refer to each feature by an ordinal number 
which points to an index in the BMBD file.

- We represent each feature by a sequence of vectors 
whose coordinates’ absolute values are less than 8.

- We can represent each regular stroke by 3 to 6 
bytes.

Vertical 
Stroke

Horizontal Stroke

Turn Stroke



Example: Horizontal Stroke
(a)A pair of beginning coordinates (X, Y)

(b)Length

(c)Ordinal number of the ending feature (2
to 4 bits)

(d)Optional width variation (1 to 2 bits)

(e)One optional bit indicating whether there
is a standard starting feature

We need 3 to 4 bytes to represent a
horizontal stroke of Song font.

A horizontal stroke in the imitation Song typeface. 



(a)A pair of beginning coordinates (X, Y)

(b)Length

(c)Width (2 to 4 bits)

(d)Ordinal number of the starting feature (2 to 5 
bits)

(e)Ordinal number of the ending feature (less 
than 4 bits)

We need 4 to 5 bytes to represent a vertical 
stroke of Song font.

A vertical stroke in the imitation Song typeface. 

Example: Vertical Stroke



Example: Turn Stroke
A pair of beginning coordinates (X, Y)

(a)Vertical segment’s length

(b)Horizontal segment’s length

(c)Vertical segment’s width

(d)Horizontal segment’s width

(e)Ordinal number of the ending feature (2 to 4 bits)

(f)Ordinal number of the turning feature (3 to 5 bits)

(g)Indicator for whether the vertical segment is slanted
(and its slant degree) (2 to 4 bites)

(h)Slant degree of the horizontal part (1 to 3 bits)

We need 5 to 6 bytes to represent a turn stroke of
imitation Song font.

A turn stroke in the imitation Song typeface. 



Compressed forms of regular strokes

- Why don’t we use vectors to contour a regular stroke?

- (1) Avoid long vectors whose coordinates’ absolute values are larger than or 
equal to 16. We may need many vectors occupying two bytes or more.

- (2) We should avoid multiple copies of the same feature’s vector series.

- (3) Due to rounding errors, distortion may occur when we scale up or down the 
stroke.



Compressed forms of Characters
+ A compressed character is essentially a sequence of compressed strokes.

+ Different font files store compressed characters of different fonts. 

+ A table in the font file maps the ordinal number of a character to the number of bytes 
that this character's compressed version occupies.

+ We calculate the sum of the lengths of the compressed characters before the compressed 
character we want.

Delimiter 
Byte… Ending 

Byte

One compressed 
horizontal/vertical/turn stroke

Compressed regular strokes

…
One compressed irregular stroke 
(a vector series)

Compressed irregular strokes



Accuracy of the compression

- The developers tested this method over a set of 7000 different characters 
with the Song typeface. 

- Storage needed by a 10.5-point character decreases to 100 bytes on 
average. 

- In tests, developers found that the quality did not get distorted or 
degraded.

- In this method, characters are no longer digital images but collections of 
numbers.



Decompress the compressed 
characters
+ The input data to the high-quality character generator is the compressed representation 

of a character, and the output data is a dot matrix.

Final dot matrix of the 
stroke “Throw”



Step 1: Transform strokes to vectors

+ Given a compressed character, we convert every regular or irregular stroke to a 
sequence of vectors. 

+ Each number in the vector is an 8-bit signed number.

+ Each vector now occupies two bytes

Delimiter 
Byte… Ending 

Byte

One compressed 
horizontal/vertical/turn stroke

Compressed regular strokes

…
One compressed irregular stroke 
(a vector series)

Compressed irregular strokes



Step 2: Construct a Marked Dot Matrix

Y

X

An algorithm that finds nearest dots for a 
vector from (X, Y) to (X + X, Y + Y).

The contoured dot matrix of an irregular 
stroke called “Throw”. 



+ In a marked dot matrix, every dot position contains two bits. Every pair of two bits 
indicate the situation on that dot position.

+ A dot on the left rim of the stroke gets a B-mark, and a dot on the right rim gets an E-
mark. A prominent dot gets an I-mark.

(1) 01 represents the beginning of a black section.

(2) 10 represents the end of a black section.

(3) 11 represents a single dot.

(4) 00 represents vacancy.

Step 2: Construct a Marked Dot Matrix

Marked Dot Matrix



+ Strokes may intersect with each other

+ Consider the previously written 2-bit mark and the 2-bit mark to be written

Step 2: Construct a Marked Dot Matrix



Step 3: Transform the Marked Dot Matrix to the 
Final Dot Matrix
+ Fill the black sections

+ Scan each line of the marked dot matrix from left to right.

+ A depth counter checks whether B-marks and E-marks appear in pairs.

Marked Dot Matrix Final Dot Matrix



Basic Character Sizes
+ We do not need to create different 

compressed forms for the same 
character of different sizes.

+ Take 10.5pt, 14pt, and 26pt as our basic 
character sizes. 

+ Use 14pt and 26pt as our basic 
character sizes for large characters used 
in titles or decorations.

+ If we scale up a character to a larger 
size, the grid will also expand to the 
corresponding larger grid.

Character Size Size of its grid

10.5pt 96 x 96

14pt 128x128

26pt 256x256



Change the size of a character
+ Scale factor = the desired size / a basic size

(1) If a vector is related to the width of a regular stroke, we change the length of the vector so that 
the width of the stroke is equal to old width * scale factor.

(2) For any vector that does not correspond to a regular stroke’s width part, we multiply delta X and
delta Y by the scale factor.



Summary

+ We talked about Chinese typesetting before the appearance of laser phototypesetting 
and introduced  two typical laser phototypesetting systems.

+ British Monotype’s Lasercomp uses the run-length coding.

+ HuaGuang system divides characters into compressible strokes.

+ In history, Professor Wang and his team improved the HG system and developed HG3, 
HG4, and Founder 91 based on this system.

+ Till 1993, the HG system and its derivations occupied most of the Chinese typesetting and 
printing market.

+ Till the end of the 20th century, all newspapers and publishing houses in China have 
adopted laser phototypesetting.
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